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Abstract—Teleoperated Driving is the remote control driving of a vehicle by a human driver. The concept of Teleoperated Driving requires the use of mobile networks, which typically experience variable throughput, variable latency and uneven network coverage. To investigate whether Teleoperated Driving can be possible with contemporary mobile networks, we have conducted measurements while driving with vehicles in the real world. We used complementary measurement setups to obtain results that can be compared. The dataset consists of about 5200 km (4660 minutes) driving measurements. Results show that Teleoperated Driving could be possible, but the high variance of network parameters makes it difficult to use the system at all times. It appears that the speed of the vehicle and the distance to the base station may not influence Teleoperated Driving, while handover with changed radio technology, signal strength and distance to the teleoperation station may have an impact. Possible mitigations to overcome these problems along with a basic whitelisting approach is discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Working Group “Connectivity and Automated Driving” of the European Road Transport Research Advisory Council (ERTRAC) [11], a technology platform developing a common vision for road transport in Europe, show that vehicles will advance in autonomous driving features until they are fully autonomous. However, until fully autonomous vehicles are available, there can be situations where autonomous features would be useful but not existent. A solution to provide autonomous-like behavior of vehicles is Teleoperated Driving, where a vehicle is controlled remotely by a human driver when required. Even with fully autonomous vehicles, there will be situations where a system can not handle a situation and human intervention is necessary, e.g. complex road side work [17] or other obstacles [20]. In such a scenario, the remote operator takes over control and operates the vehicle as long as required, typically covering short distances. To safely control a remote vehicle in traffic, it is important that the teleoperator monitors the environment of the remote vehicle constantly and is able to deal with different situations. This can be difficult due to the non-deterministic behavior of the utilized mobile network. Sufficient bidirectional throughput is required to exchange data between the remote vehicle and the teleoperation station. One direction is required for the remote vehicle to provide the driver with environmental information, whereas the other direction is used for transmitting steering commands. Further challenges are latency [31] and jitter. Teleoperated vehicles use regular streets and thus have to deal with suddenly appearing obstacles. Latency is one of the key indicators to determine how safely one can control the vehicle, as transmission of steering commands and streams can get delayed. Due to the mobility of vehicles, a high frequency in the changes of network conditions can be expected [34]. This makes Teleoperated Driving even more challenging. Considering these obstacles, we want to know: Is Teleoperated Driving feasible with contemporary mobile networks? To answer this question the paper provides a first assessment on this topic. We investigate latency and throughput values while driving in the real world using three complementary measurement setups. We assess, whether factors such as handover, distance of a remote car to the teleoperation station or signal strength have an influence on the usability of the system. We show that Teleoperated Driving can be feasible and observe that signal strength, the distance to the teleoperation station and handover with changed radio technology can have an influence on Teleoperated Driving, while the speed of the vehicle and distance to base station do not have an influence. We further investigate whether an approach of white listing areas with good network conditions can help Teleoperated Driving.

The paper is structured as follows. Section II provides an overview of related work. Section III defines the network requirements for Teleoperated Driving. Section IV introduces the measurement setup and the collected dataset. Section V presents the results, discusses the influence of different parameters and proposes mitigations. Section VI discusses limitations and future work. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Winfield [33] presents the basic components of a teleoperated system: the robot (remote vehicle), the remote place of work (teleoperation station) and the connectivity between the two components, while different approaches for a Teleoperated Driving system design [15], [26] already exist. Chocholowski et al. [9] measured the latency of video-streams over 3G networks while driving. Their measurements reveal a highly
varying average latency of 121 ms and state that 3G connections may be sufficient for Teleoperated Driving. Kang et al. [20] measured latency transmitting a video stream over LTE and experienced 100 ms of delay. Keon Jang et al. [19] investigated the throughput of 3G and 3.5G while driving with cars and high speed trains. A considerable difference between stationary and mobile measurements was observed, whereby lower throughput over UDP and TCP, higher jitter and packet were witnessed in mobility scenarios when compared to stationary conditions. Xiao et al. [34] measured the performance of cellular networks by conducting measurements at more than 300 km/h of speed and compared the results to stationary and mobility measurements at lower speeds of 100 km/h. They drove 120 km with vehicles and nearly 5000 km with a high speed train utilizing iperf and traceroute to measure throughput and latency via smartphones. Lauridsen et al. [21] drove about 19,000 km in rural, suburban and urban environments. Radio network scanners and smartphones were utilized to study latency, handover execution time, and coverage of four operational LTE networks. They witnessed LTE coverage of about 99% and an average handover latency of about 40 ms. Li et al. [22] compared CUBIC and BBR TCP congestion control while driving on a highway. They measured latency using ICMP and by measuring TCP connect times. In addition, throughput was measured by downloading a file. All measurements were conducted using a smartphone. They observed that latency is predominant in the range of 40 ms to 80 ms. TCP throughput in downloading a file is at a median of about 11 MBit/s. Parichehreh et al. [27] conducted measurements to compare three different congestion control algorithms in the LTE uplink. They show that the intended behavior of BBR can be seen, but device packet losses have been observed. Merz et al. [25] show that the performance of LTE stays robust up to 200 km/h, identifying the signal-to-noise ratio as an important factor to ensure robustness. While a lot of measurements have been conducted already, it is hard to map these results to Teleoperated Driving specifically. For instance, some studies [9], [19] focus on 3G networks only, some studies lack either throughput [21] or upload measurements[22], [25], while others include limited amount of driving (120 km) [34] or stick to specific routes [27]. Teleoperated Driving is presented in [17], but real measured values are missing. Perhaps results of previous work can still be compared to our study.

Approaches to overcome the issues of mobile networks in Teleoperated Driving have also been proposed. For instance, predictive displays [10], [12] can be used to show the path of the vehicle with respect to the latency and their use can effectively assist while driving. Buffers can be used to overcome the challenges with jitter [14] by smoothening the variability in delay to improve driving performance [12], [23]. An additional possible mitigation, where the remote vehicle automatically reacts to upcoming hazards, which the driver is not yet aware of due to the time delay, is presented in [18]. Another suitable approach is the use of a free corridor [30], where the driver decides the path taken by the car in situations where the connection is lost. In case of uplink throughput, an adaption of resolution is the first step. If conditions occur where such a mitigation is not enough or the resolution becomes too low, the rear camera can be lowered in resolution or even switched off, if not needed. Finally, it is also possible to lower the maximum speed of the remote vehicle and in parallel lower the frames per second of the video stream. For higher speeds it is important to see a fluent image, which is 25fps [29], but with lower speed the frames per second can be reduced and steering is still possible. Finally, it is also possible to use multiple sim-cards [17] of different providers. This enables the option to always use the best network available and transmit important information using multiple paths.

III. REQUIREMENTS FOR TELEOPERATED DRIVING

We frame the network requirements for Teleoperated Driving within the scope of which Teleoperated Driving may deemed to be feasible with contemporary mobile networks. These requirements consist of minimum/maximum values, that may safely allow Teleoperated Driving. For sending control commands to the remote vehicle, a low amount of data is required. By continuously sending packets of steering commands to the remote vehicle every 10 ms, about 0.25 MBit/s are required. This value is based on the amount of data per packet and the transmission frequency. We decided to send a command packet every 10 ms to get a fluent control stream of steering commands. This allows even small adjustments of the remote vehicle. In addition, with 10 ms between two packets, packet loss/delay can be carried more efficiently as a single packet only counts for 10 ms of driving. The average amount of data per packet originates in measurements, where some basic information were transmitted, e.g. steering wheel angle, position of brake/gas pedals as well as additional triggers like enabled/disabled windshield wiper, etc. Tighter requirements exist for the uplink, which is used at least for streaming video data. For instance, it is known that for transmitting a view of 150° at least 3 MBit/s of uplink [9] are required. This 150° view is deemed sufficient to safely control vehicles in straight driving scenarios, but does not meet governmental regulations, e.g. in Germany. Utilizing a resolution of 640 x 480 and three 90° cameras (front: two, back: one), the amount of transmitted data can be kept at the level of 3 MBit/s [15]. Following the documentation of Youtube for its live-encoder settings [35] and Adobe’s recommendations for live streaming [6], 1 MBit/s is deemed enough to carry one stream with sufficient resolution. Thus, sharing three camera streams adds up to about 3 MBit/s. To define the requirements for latency, we further conducted a small user study with five users. The study consisted of driving through pylons with different levels of latency, using OpenROUTS3D [3], a self-developed 3D driving simulator. It turned out that values above 300 ms make controlled driving nearly impossible. Subtracting the latency of sensors and actuators (roughly 50 ms), the maximum tolerable network latency is 250 ms. This value correlates with values determined by others [13] for gaming.
We also identified that, if the jitter stays below 150 ms, it is possible to safely control a car.

IV. MEASUREMENT SETUP

We describe the hardware and software setup used to perform measurements of throughput (TCP) and latency (ICMP and UDP) while driving.

**Hardware** – An Android-based Lenovo B smartphone [1] and a SierraWireless RV50X LTE gateway [28], installed in a test vehicle, were used to conduct the measurements. The Android-based smartphone was used, to be more flexible as measurements could be carried out independently of the test vehicle. For conducting meaningful measurements, the smartphone needed to allow connectivity to all important mobile network technologies, which the Lenovo B does. The LTE gateway on the other hand was fixed to the trunk of the test vehicle. There it was connected to two antennas. One on the roof of the car, which provided LTE and GPS signals, and a second antenna inside the vehicle’s trunk to provide diversity and lower the impact of interference. The Gateway was connected to an Ubuntu-based car PC via Ethernet.

**Software** – Three different tools, ping, netradar and iperf3 were used. Tools were not executed in parallel to avoid side effects of reduced throughput or higher latency. The first measurements conducted for this paper consist of ICMP messages sent using a self-developed application [4] for Android-based smartphones. This application is able to gather environmental data for the measurements and execute the ping command to determine the Round Trip Time (RTT). While the application allows periodic (configurable) measurements, the configuration applied for this paper had no pause between measurements. Further measurements on the smartphone were collected using the netradar [8] measurement platform. Netradar is a crowd-sourced mobile measurement platform that measures and collects metrics related to mobile network performance across mobile devices. The measurement mainly focuses on the analysis of TCP throughput [32], UDP latency and contextual information related to each measurement. The server to which netradar connects is hosted at the Amazon Cloud in Europe. The throughput-measurements (uplink and downlink) using iperf3 were conducted on the car PC, where the SierraWireless RV50X was configured as LTE gateway. The endpoint for measurements was a server hosted in Munich. Measurements ran continuously and gathered contextual information.

**Dataset** – Data collection considered only values gathered during driving with a car on all types of streets and areas (rural, suburban, urban; evenly distributed at its best) in Germany to avoid the influence of roaming implications [24]. This ensures to be as close to real world Teleoperated Driving scenarios as possible. The measurements cover the period of end of May 2017 to end of December 2017. The total driving time of ∼78 hours accompanied with ∼5200 km of driving. Measurements are split up into 2180 km (1528 minutes) for ping, 2670 km (2940 minutes) for netradar and 354 km (191 minutes) for SierraWireless. Most of the driving was conducted during daytime. The different routes can be seen in Fig. 1. The average driving speed is a little bit higher (∼66 km/h) than the average speed (∼42 km/h) reported [5] by the Germany Automobile Association (ADAC). That is caused by a higher amount of kilometers on the highway compared to an average driving scenario. Although minor deviations exist, the values are comparable. Discrepancy between the high number of kilometers measuring ping/netradar and the SierraWireless can be explained by the easiness of using the different measurement platforms. The measurements with the SierraWireless were only possible when driving with the test vehicle, where availability limits the applicability. In contrast, the smartphone could be carried within any vehicle. The measurements were conducted using Vodafone DE as telecom provider offering unlimited traffic with limitations of 100 MBit/s in downlink and 50 MBit/s in uplink.

V. RESULTS

A. Latency

Inflated latency can cause delivery of steering commands and video streams to be delayed. We present results of latencies measured using both ICMP and UDP, since ICMP packets may be treated differently [16] than UDP packets on the path towards the destination.

**ping** – The ICMP packets of the ping application were sent either to a server hosted in Frankfurt or Munich. The server hosted in Munich was the target in about 60% of the measurements. The other 40% of the measurements used the server hosted in Frankfurt as target destination.

The connection type of the samples was about 96% LTE, about 3% HSPA+, about 0.8% UMTS and 0.35% EDGE. Mapping this to kilometers means that LTE was used in about 2090 km. UMTS seems to provide results with lower latency

![Fig. 1. Trajectory of (a) ping, (b) netradar and (c) iperf3 measurements performed while driving in Germany.](image)

![Fig. 2. CDF of the ping latencies with overall median of ∼55.14 ms in RTT (EDGE: ∼364 ms, HSPA+: ∼53 ms, LTE: ∼55 ms, UMTS: ∼54 ms).](image)
than LTE, but this is caused by the low number of samples of UMTS measurements (0.8% UMTS, 96% LTE). In addition to the high LTE coverage, the results of the latency measurements are promising as well.

The median latency is \( \sim 55.14 \) ms in RTT (Fig. 2). About 96% of the total RTT values are below the critical 250 ms. Unfortunately, there are about 4% of higher RTT values, partly greater than one second (1%). This makes Teleoperated Driving infeasible. Besides the raw latency values, jitter (Fig. 3) has to be considered as well. Jitter here references the variance of latency around the median values. For presentation, the jitter has been cut to 1000 ms, as about 99% of the values are below this threshold. The median jitter is at acceptable \( \sim 10 \) ms (all technologies), but in about 5%, jitter is not suitable for Teleoperated Driving. Jitter comparison between UMTS and LTE faces the same issue as mentioned above.

Given that there may be multiple teleoperation stations deployed at different places, investigating whether the location of a teleoperation station influences the latency is crucial. We chose two servers in cities with about 300 km of distance between each other. Latency to both servers is roughly comparable, but the one to the server in Frankfurt is lower (\( \sim 45 \) ms to \( \sim 59 \) ms) as shown in Fig. 4. The average distance of the vehicle to the server in Munich and Frankfurt is 119 km and 270 km, respectively. Fig. 5 shows that Munich has greater maximum distances than Frankfurt. Comparing the measurements based on the distance of the vehicle to the server, it can be seen that a higher distance between vehicle and teleoperation station does not significantly lead to higher latency, but its variation drastically increases. As both servers are connected to the Internet with identical parameters, this shows that the location of the teleoperation station is crucial.

**netradar** – The distribution of radio technology types with the netradar measurements was about 77% LTE, 17% EDGE, 6% HSPA and 1% HSPA+. Compared to the ping application, the LTE coverage was lower in the magnitude of 20%, leading to about 2056 km with LTE as connection type. Besides the differences in the coverage, the median latency, which is \( \sim 55 \) ms in RTT (see Fig. 6), is comparable to the ping results. In about 96% of the samples, the latency was below the critical value of 250 ms. Although the LTE coverage was lower, the results are comparable to the ping measurements. The median jitter (Fig. 7, excluding values above 1000 ms (0.2%)) was \( \sim 2 \) ms and thus more stable than on the ping measurements. About 4% of the measurements have a jitter greater than 150 ms.

**B. Throughput**

The quality of transmitted video streams has to be adapted to the available throughput dynamically. Conducting Teleoperated Driving is infeasible if throughput is too low or changes too frequent for algorithms to adapt.
Fig. 8. CDF of netradar downlink measurements with overall median of $\sim17$ MBit/s (EDGE: $\sim3.4$ MBit/s, HSPA: $\sim22.5$ MBit/s, LTE: $\sim23.5$ MBit/s, HSPAP: $\sim9$ MBit/s).

Fig. 9. Variance of netradar downlink measurements using different technologies with the overall median of $\sim0.15$ MBit/s.

netradar – Fig. 8 shows the CDF of downlink measurements. As can be seen, the downlink of HSPA and HSPA+ seem to behave unexpected; HSPA seems to be faster than HSPA+. This is caused by the low number of measurements with those network technologies. The median downlink is $\sim17$ MBit/s. In about 95% of the measurements, the downlink speed is above 0.25 MBit/s and thus sufficient for Teleoperated Driving. The median variance is acceptable $\sim0.15$ MBit/s, but the maximum variance of $\sim96$ MBit/s is very high (Fig. 9).

Adequate uplink speed is required to provide qualitative sufficient video streams. The median upload speed is $\sim12$ MBit/s (Fig. 10). In about 87% of the measurements the upload speed is above 3 MBit/s and thus sufficient for Teleoperated Driving. While the median variance is acceptable $\sim0.07$ MBit/s, the maximum variance is $\sim70$ MBit/s and thus very high (Fig. 11). In general, these throughput results seem viable for Teleoperated Driving, but there is a high percentage of about 13%, where the upload speed is insufficient. If only considering LTE connectivity, upload and downlink is sufficient in about 95% of the time.

SierraWireless – The setup was connected to LTE in about 91.3% and to UMTS in 8.7% of the time. Compared to the netradar measurements, the connectivity is better, but with less samples. The median downlink speed is $\sim28$ MBit/s (Fig. 12). This is nearly double the value of the netradar results. Downlink is sufficient for Teleoperated Driving in more than 99% of the samples. The median variance in the downlink is $\sim0.41$ MBit/s, with a maximum variance of $\sim43$ MBit/s. The median upload speed (Fig. 13) is $\sim18$ MBit/s, which is higher compared to the netradar results. The upload speed is sufficient for Teleoperated Driving in about 98% of the measurements. The median variance in the uplink is $\sim0.07$ MBit/s, with a maximum variance of $\sim26$ MBit/s.

C. Measurements on Identical Routes

A comparison of netradar and ping measurements, where both were on the identical route were further examined. The median latency for netradar on this route is $\sim55$ ms, whereas ping shows $\sim57$ ms in RTT. The connectivity was about 97% LTE and 3% UMTS at the ping measurements and about 96% LTE and 4% EDGE during the netradar measurements. Results are roughly comparable with the same Hardware and different measurements techniques.

We further study whether the measurement platform makes a significant difference. The median downlink speed of netradar on the specific route is $\sim15$ MBit/s, whereas the downlink of SierraWireless is $\sim32$ MBit/s. The median upload speed of the netradar measurements is $\sim13$ MBit/s, at the SierraWireless it is $\sim20$ MBit/s. Even with these measurements, there is a significant difference between both systems. The connectivity of netradar was about 91% LTE and 9% EDGE, whereas the connectivity of SierraWireless was 100% LTE on the identical route. Only considering the LTE connectivity of netradar, the upload is $\sim14$ MBit/s and the downlink is $\sim16$ MBit/s. That is not a significant difference compared to the overall measurements on this route. Thus, the SierraWireless results are still better. This most likely is attributed to the setup with two antennas. Compared to the antenna inside a smartphone, they seem to provide better results. Thus, the use of better hardware, e.g. more antennas and better positioning of them, can improve feasibility of Teleoperated Driving.
throughput, the median downlink is \(\sim\) a measurement, latency increases by about 15%. In case of on the latency. When switching network technology during the same radio technology, there is no negative influence only switch, this value decreases to \(\sim\) to \(\sim\). Switching radio technology, the downlink drastically decreases \(\sim\) (LTE: \(\sim\) 24.5 MBit/s, LTE-A: \(\sim\) 19.2 MBit/s, LTE-A: \(\sim\) 4.5 MBit/s).

D. Comparison of Different Scenarios

In addition to the comparison of different measurement setups at the identical routes, factors such as vehicle speed, handover, signal-strength, distance to the base station and their influence on the performance were further investigated.

**Handover** – We wanted to investigate whether handover has an influence on Teleoperated Driving. Both types of handover were investigated, e.g. switch with and without changing radio technology. The netradar measurements consist of only 12 switches in cell and 19 switches of radio technology. With SierraWireless, we witnessed 60 cell switches and no radio technology changes during the downlink measurements with 54 and one switch respectively with uplink measurements.

The overall median latency of the netradar measurements is \(\sim\) 55 ms. When only switching cells, but keeping the same radio technology, there is no negative influence on the latency. When switching network technology during a measurement, latency increases by about 15%. In case of throughput, the median downlink is \(\sim\) 17 MBit/s. With a cell-only switch, this value decreases to \(\sim\) 14 MBit/s. In case of switching radio technology, the downlink drastically decreases to \(\sim\) 3 MBit/s. Keeping the same radio technology does not influence this value, but when changing the network technology, the uplink speed decreases to \(\sim\) 3 MBit/s.

The median downlink speed for SierraWireless is \(\sim\) 28 MBit/s. When performing a handover by keeping the same radio technology, the speed does not change. The median uplink speed is \(\sim\) 12 MBit/s. When changing only the cell but keeping the radio technology, the uplink speed stays the same. In case of changes in the network technology, there is also no real difference, but the number of switches is only one. In general it can be said, that Teleoperated Driving is feasible when switching cells but keeping radio technology and infeasible when switching radio technology.

**Speed** – With Teleoperated Driving, the remote vehicle will have different speeds based on where it is driven. Considering the speed, we wanted to investigate whether different levels of speed have influence on the latency or throughput. We observe, for Teleoperated Driving, there is no real influence of the speed of the vehicle regarding latency or throughput. Even if there is a slightly higher performance at higher speeds with the SierraWireless measurements, this observation is only because speeds above 100 km/h were conducted on the highway, which provide a better network coverage with base-stations similar to observations made by previous studies [25].

**Signal Strength** – Due to the mobility of the remote vehicle, it can happen that the signal strength changes, e.g. in tunnels, and thus might have negative influence on Teleoperated Driving. In case of throughput (uplink/downlink), there is a clear tendency. The better the signal strength, the higher the throughput. For latency, no clear tendency is witnessed.

**Distance** – Finally, a vehicle when driving will change its distance to a base-station. We analyzed this distance based on the data from OpenCellID [2] to investigate whether there is an influence either on latency or the throughput. The distance to the base station was usually less than 5 km and no obvious influence of the distance on the values for throughput (uplink/downlink) and latency were observed.

**E. Whitelisting as Possible Mitigation**

In general, latency, jitter and throughput values are promising for Teleoperated Driving. However, our measurements are limited and only reflect the network states of the routes taken. We believe this to be acceptable for a first assessment, but not exhaustive for real world use cases. Therefore, we propose the approach of whitelisting with frequent probing. This whitelisting is a simple approach to mitigate critical situations by allowing Teleoperated Driving only in areas that are measured to provide sufficient network performance. To examine, whether Teleoperated Driving would be feasible in areas with good network connectivity, a typical whitelisting scenario, we drove in an area with LTE or LTE-Advanced coverage only. We chose a time in the afternoon at which a lot of commuters are driving, to get measurements with a high number of other road users. The driven route is a 5 km long circle around the historic center of Ingolstadt. We drove on it four times, leading to a total of about 20 km (60 minutes). The driving activity was split up into two parts. The first part consisted of two rounds for measuring over TCP. The second part consisted of two rounds for measuring over UDP, resulting in about 10 km and \(\sim\) 30 minutes for each part. The standard Linux ping utility on the car PC was executed all the time. Both parts were driven consecutively without breaks in between. The measurements were conducted with the test vehicle and the aforementioned SierraWireless setup. In contrast to the previous measurements, a maximum bandwidth of 5 MBit/s was specified to be used. Thus, we are able to explore how stable values are. We chose 5 MBit/s to have the minimum required 3 MBit/s for uplink plus additional 2 MBit/s as margin. Measurements on the first part
Fig. 14. Latency measured during the test drives with median of $\sim 31$ ms.

were conducted continuously with the sequence: (1) ping, iPerf3 download (TCP), ping (2) ping, iPerf3 upload (TCP), ping. TCP was replaced by UDP in the second part of the activity. Due to the fact that ping is measured more frequently, we have a higher number of ping measurements than that of TCP (or UDP).

The measured latency (Fig. 14) has a median of $\sim 31$ ms, whereas the maximum is 71 ms. To investigate whether the ping values can be used, we also measured the RTT during the TCP measurements. The median value of $\sim 27$ ms is comparable, but the maximum of 45 ms is lower. Hence, the 71 ms sample point seems to be an outlier. During our test drive in the white listed area, there is no measurement in which the latency is above the critical value of 250 ms, which means that Teleoperated Driving is possible. Jitter is always below 150 ms and thus no issue there either.

We also measured the uplink and downlink speed with TCP and UDP. Fig. 15a shows measured downlink over time. The median downlink speed is $\sim 4.94$ MB/s (TCP) and $\sim 4.88$ MB/s (UDP), with minimum values of 4.88 MB/s (TCP) and 4.88 MB/s (UDP). This is above the minimal required value of 0.25 MB/s. Moreover, the variance of values is not critical for Teleoperated Driving. Fig. 15b shows the the uplink speed. The median uplink speed is $\sim 4.90$ MB/s (TCP) and $\sim 4.88$ MB/s (UDP), whereas the minimum values are 4.89 MB/s (TCP) and 4.88 MB/s (UDP). These values are above the required minimum of 3 MB/s. The fluctuation of the uplink speed leaves Teleoperated Driving feasible. For upload and download, the values never reach the specified 5 MB/s, but that is based on the measurement method of iPerf3. During our measurements 16 handovers without and 5 with network technology changes occurred. However, it can be seen that there is no real influence on the performance. The packet loss during the UDP measurements is in the order of $10^{-4}\%$ and thus less an issue for Teleoperated Driving. In general it can be said that a whitelisting-based approach could work. Our results confirm the applicability of whitelisting [17] for Teleoperated Driving. We are aware that our measurements provide a snapshot of the network state, although we attempt to select a route and a time with a real amount of traffic. The whitelisting approach has to be advanced further by permanently probing areas, e.g. normal vehicles conducting periodic network performance measurements and by sending them to a cloud service. The cloud service can be advanced with data, following the predictability of connected cars [7]. Using this cloud-service, teleoperated vehicles may plan and update their route based on the incoming data. If situations are changing dynamically, adjustments can be applied early before a remote vehicle enters a dangerous area. With the increased number of measurements, a more accurate map can be built and Teleoperated Driving might be possible. A complementary blacklisting can also follow, so that areas where Teleoperated Driving will not be possible are blocked. Although using such a navigation-based approach can help, network parameters can become critical even within whitelisted areas. For such situations, other approaches, e.g. based on the vehicles’ monitoring system [26] have to be applied.

VI. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The results presented in this paper are limited by the amount and type of measurements we conducted. Changes in network conditions are always likely to occur and will influence the measurements we have conducted. The results reflect end-user’s perspective and do not consider how providers treat different packets. We treat the network connection as black box, e.g we are thus not able to obtain information on how busy particular cells were. The whitelisting approach is only presented in principle and does not yet consider changes in network conditions. Nevertheless, these results can be used to get a first impression whether Teleoperated Driving could be feasible with contemporary mobile networks.

In the future, a user study with more participants will be conducted, to investigate whether skilled and trained drivers
able to cope with network conditions of high delay. The cloud-based navigation system will be improved and tested, to see whether the approach is feasible in everyday scenarios.

VII. CONCLUSION

We observed that Teleoperated Driving may be feasible with contemporary mobile networks, especially with LTE and LTE-Advanced capability in whitelisted areas. In most cases (ping and netradar: 96%), the latency was below 250 ms, the uplink was above 3 MBit/s (SierraWireless: 98%, netradar: 87%) and the downlink above 0.25 MBit/s (SierraWireless: 99%, netradar: 95%). This indicates that in the majority of our measurements, Teleoperated Driving could be used. With the test drive on a specific route, we showed that the whitelisting approach can work, but the basic approach has to be improved considering changes in network conditions to provide accurate maps for Teleoperated Driving. Frequent probing and providing results to a cloud-based service might help. Teleoperated vehicles are then able to dynamically adapt their route with changes in network conditions. There are also cases in which Teleoperated Driving does not work. Latencies above 1 second, high jitter and low throughput are not tolerable and have to be avoided. Further, handover between two cells can negatively influence Teleoperated Driving, as it might lower the throughput and increases the latency. The signal strength has influence on the throughput but not on the latency. The better the signal strength, the higher the throughput. The position of the teleoperation station is also crucial. Fluctuation of the latency increases if the remote vehicle is further away from the teleoperation station. Improved hardware and multiple antennas can help with the connectivity and thus also increase the usability of Teleoperated Driving. In general it can be said that at least within our measurements, Teleoperated Driving can be feasible with contemporary mobile networks, but more measurements and clever approaches are required.
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